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Even though healthcare providers often will provide care to the same patients at the same time, 

they do not always hear the same thing at the same time. Communication is not always 

mutually clear and understood among all members of the health care team. Miscommunication 

can lead to fatal errors. This often is the case when laurel and yanni are in the SIM labs. Laurel 

and yanni or phonetic sounds that when played on different frequency can be heard/interpreted 

differently by different listeners. About three years ago a website “vocabulary.com” positioned a 

vocal string on line that when listened to could be heard saying either laurel or yanni (Heron, 

2018). The explanation for which an individual would hear, either laurel or yanni, when the clip 

was played was explained as being caused by frequency ranges the ears would attend to. 

There is a point to be made here. People do not hear the same sounds even when they are in 

the same proximity of that sound. Since people do not hear the same sounds which causes 

them not to interpret similarly the meaning, then communication may be lost. To this end, 

communication is a skill to be learned and then practiced and practiced. In health care, honing 

good communication skills is imperative to function effectively in teams. This is important in 

healthcare; communication errors can be fatal. For this reason, due diligence is given to the 

unacceptable reality that medical error is the number three cause of death in the United States 

(Allen & Pierce 2916). It cannot be argued that simulation in the context of drill and practice of 

communication skills to the immersion in evidence based simulation scenarios is a known 

method of avoiding unnecessary risks in delivery of patient care. Then, simulation renders the 

health care profession safer on a global and local scale. Safety is first, and safe practices save 

lives. Simulation on any level reduces risks thereby reducing error and ultimately saving lives. 

Learning in safe spaces, reducing risks that impact the life of the patient is a focus of simulation 

in health care. Communication is the impetus of an effective evidence based simulation. 
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Abstract Summary: 

Even though healthcare providers often will provide care to the same patients at the same time, 

they do not always hear the same thing at the same time. Using a simulated communication 

scenario, health care teams can demonstrate how implementing effective communication 

prevents error and saves lives in care delivery. 

 

Content Outline: 

Learning Objectives Expanded Content Outline 

List two reasons for health care error among 

the health care team 

Yanni or Laurel? About three years ago a 

website “vocabulary.com” positioned a vocal 

string on line that when listened to could be 

heard saying either laurel or yanni. The 

explanation for which an individual would 

hear, either laurel or yanni, when the clip was 

played was explained as being caused by 

frequency ranges the ears would attend to. 

There is a point to be made here. People do not 

hear the same sounds even when they are in the 

same proximity of that sound. How many times 

have you as a health care worker responded to 

a command differently than another health care 

worker responded who was in your same 

location and space? Perhaps you heard 

Zovilrax and your colleague heard Dorbax? Or, 

maybe you heard LaMICtal and your colleague 

heard LamISIL? Or, perhaps you 

heard yanni and your colleague heard laurel.? 

It happens, and it could mean the difference in 
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proper treatment of the patient versus an error 

in treatment of a patient. First, we must take a 

long look at communication and how we attend 

to it. Do we ask for clarification? Do we repeat 

what we think we heard? Accurate 

communication is essential when 

communicating treatment plans for the patient. 

Repeating or ‘reading back’ instructions for 

clarity and accuracy is imperative. As health 

care workers, it is imperative that the skill of 

communication is practiced. Simulation is one 

way to provide this practice; the art of 

communication can be drilled and practiced in 

simulation scenarios. Failing to learn, practice 

and implement good communication 

techniques inevitably leads to ineffective and 

inaccurate communication. Ineffective and 

inaccurate communication can interfere with 

synchronous teamwork among health care 

workers. This interference in teamwork among 

health care workers can cause fatal errors. 

List two methods to prevent health care error 

among the health care team 

The benefit of teaching effective 

communication skills within teams of health 

care workers cannot be argued. The next even 

more significant effort here is to practice what 

is taught. This practice can be accomplished 

with simulation which has been in place as a 

global teaching and learning tool for health 

care over the last several decades Practicing 

would include drill and practice or drill and 

repeat. Simulation in health care can serve to 

incorporate these drills and practices into 

integrative and interactive high fidelity 

simulation experiences which ground the 

learning and supports the practice experience. 

Practicing evidence based scenarios where 

communication between teams is emphasized 

can structure and hone effective 

communication skills. Simulation allows 

repetition and it allows for a safe place to make 

errors and to learn from these errors. 

The key to using simulation as a teaching and 

learning strategy is the ultimate benefit of 

muscle memory afforded which over time 

could prevent errors. Health care workers 



promote life and in so doing, their aim is to 

reduce risks and avoid error .When errors are 

avoided, risks are reduced, and safe health care 

is delivered. 
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